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Newsletter of the Humanist Society of Santa Barbara
www.SBHumanists.org

AUGUST 2020

Please join us for our August Speaker Meeting on Zoom…

Bruce Gleason - Examining “Woo”
Examining “Woo” is a presentation about all things magical,
mystical, and absolutely, totally useless. Bruce will scrutinize
many common non-scientific medical procedures, religionbased infomercial scams, homeopathy, GMOs, and gay
conversion therapy. He will discuss how to tell what is more
likely to be true and will examine the psychology of conspiracy
theorists. He will also review why our species is so susceptible
to confirmation bias and so often comfortable with cognitive
dissonance.

Bruce Gleason, Founder of
Backyard Skeptics; creator of
LogiCal-LA and Freethought
Alliance Conference.

Bruce Gleason has been involved in the atheist, skeptic and
humanist communities for 16 years. Founder of the Backyard
Skeptics Meetup with over 1300 members, he has placed over
14 billboards supporting the secular community. He creates
two annual conferences: LogiCal-LA, a scientific skeptics’
event, and the Freethought Alliance Conference, which is for
atheists, agnostics, and church-state separatists.
Both
conferences are currently postponed due to Covid-19. Bruce
is a professional videographer and supplies critical audio
visual equipment for conferences such as the American
Humanist and American Atheists conferences. He worked at
ABC Television in Hollywood for several years.

When: Saturday, August 15, via Zoom. Log in as early as 2:45 pm. Program begins at 3pm.
Where: Zoom link https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84572611448. For those ONLY joining with
phone audio, dial 1-669-900-9128 then enter meeting id
84572611448#

COVID-19 Pandemic Models Update
Dave Flattery will present his 7th update on the state of the COVID-19
pandemic on Sunday August 23rd at 3pm. All are invited to attend.
When: Sunday August 23rd at 3pm Pacific/6pm Eastern.
Where: Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86097673057.
Dave Flattery
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Terry Blevins
Reforming Policing - July 18, 2020
By Robert Bernstein
Terry Blevins is a retired sergeant with the Gila
County Sheriff's Office in Arizona. He is the son
of Christian missionaries and has experienced
being a Christian, an atheist and now is an agnostic.
He says he made his family crazy with questions
about the Bible. He read Thomas Aquinas and
other biblical scholars.

and criminal justice reform. He says it is "an
organization of people who get it."
Blevins went on to describe his background in a
variety of roles in security and law enforcement in
the U.S., his work in Afghanistan, Iraq, and
throughout Latin America. Much of this foreign
work was with the State Department and much of
the Latin America work involved the “War on
Drugs” which is where a lot of U.S. money is spent
in the region.

He sees the War on Drugs as not working. By one
estimate the U.S. has spent a trillion dollars in this
effort and has little to show for it.
Police Reform Expert, Terry Blevins,
Speaking to HSSB on Zoom
He feels all the current protests have to do with
justice and fairness, with caring about fellow
human beings, about our society, and wanting to
make a difference.

He then shifted gears and recounted the killing of
George Floyd by Minneapolis police officer Derek
Chauvin on May 25, 2020. Other officers assisted
in the killing and did not stop Chauvin. Floyd was
handcuffed and face down as Chauvin knelt on his
neck for more than eight minutes until Floyd died.

Terry grew up in Mexico and Central America. His
parents were Pentecostal missionaries.
The
Pentecostals are a highly evangelical Christian
denomination. He moved to Arizona with his
family when he was in his mid-teens which is
where he eventually became a police officer.

Blevins noted that the actions of the other officers
has him conclude that there is a culture of
acceptance of this behavior in the Minneapolis
Police Department. It is rare for individual officers
to break out of the pattern of culture in their
department.

The Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP)
is a national organization comprised of current and
former police officers, prosecutors, and judges who
advocate for drug policy reform, policing reform,

Blevins recounted other recent events where police
killed people of color. Video recordings showed
officers using excessive force during protests,
including driving into a crowd and pushing down
an older gentleman in Buffalo, NY.
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In his view, those images of police violence
increased overall violence resulting in hundreds of
injuries on both sides. This has led to a national
outcry for policing reform and has also led to some
groups supporting and defending the police even
more.
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The police forces have been integrated by race and
gender. But they pretty much have to either be
straight or keep it to themselves. California is more
progressive on LGBTQ rights and acceptance.
Other police forces make fun of California for
being so accepting. It is still taboo in most of the
U.S. law enforcement agencies to be LGBTQ.
Police officers tend to like the status quo or even
wish they could go back to the “good old days” of
earlier times.
Blevins noted that young black men use cannabis at
the same rate as young white men (perhaps even
less) but they are arrested three to four times as
often. Something is wrong with a system where
that happens. There are smart investigators trying
to understand this implicit bias and remedy it.

Retired Sergeant Terry Blevins, Policing
Reform expert.
His experience in Law Enforcement (LE) is that
most LE officers have good intentions and want to
do the right thing. Blevins deviates from LEAP at
times. He thinks most police agencies have a
reasonably good culture and hold officers
accountable.
Many police agencies have excellent training, even
sensitivity training that encourages more
progressive attitudes. But this training is often not
well received. He has heard expletives used to
describe sensitivity training. It ends up not being
effective because of the way it is presented and/or
the officers just don't want to hear it. The trainers
don't understand what they have to do.
He claims that most police he has known are not
obviously racist, but are embedded in a system that
is implicitly biased. Many of the officers he
worked with reject change.

Blevins worked in Internal Affairs (IA). In 2009 he
left LE to do IA. He didn't want to do it. He sees
officers doing a difficult job. But he also saw a lot
of nepotism and he saw people persecuted for not
being insiders; not golfing or playing baseball with
others on the force.
He is a student of history. He was in LA during the
riots in the early 1990s. He knows about the
Congressional work on racial unrest in the 1960s.
He thinks that smart people came up with good
ideas for national standards.
As it is, policies and procedures vary widely around
the U.S. Terry thought that his department did a
good job handling citizen complaints against
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officers who mistreated them, but this is not true
everywhere.

judges are willing to override local control; local
control is big in the U.S.

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) issued
national guidelines on how to properly handle
citizen or community complaints but local
departments saw those guidelines as only directed
at departments that "had problems".

Oakland had a history of systemic human rights
abuses. The Obama administration intervened and
Oakland is still under that order.
Many
improvements have been made.

Law Enforcement is very hierarchical and Terry
had to do what he was told. He read books and
followed media stories on police corruption. The
investigative TV show 20/20 sent undercover
operatives to file police complaints around the
country. Some departments refused to take the
complaints. Some took them grudgingly. Some
threw them in the trash after the person left. Some
undercover complaint filers were even arrested for
making a false report.
You would think filing a complaint against a
specific officer or department would be a simple
matter; you would think there is a standard form to
fill out, ideally online. This is not the case.
It is often up to the on-duty supervisor to decide if
a case is worth pursuing. At least if a case is filed
it is documented. Some supervisors accepted no
complaints from the public. Some will threaten
"false reporting" if cases are pursued.

LEAP has a number of National Policing
recommendations: There should be transparency.
Congress should have a national public database of
officers who are a problem, who do things like
planting or destroying evidence. An officer who
does something like that should not be an officer
anywhere.
LEAP is calling for a national standard for the use
of deadly force. It should uphold the sanctity of
human life. It should raise the threshold for the use
of deadly force. It should affirmatively state an
officer's duty to de-escalate.
Arizona currently allows a LE officer to shoot a
fleeing suspected felon in the back. LEAP wants a
standard that forbids this. LEAP wants Qualified
Immunity to be reexamined. It is hard to file a
lawsuit against officers.
He ended his talk encouraging people to get
involved with LEAP. Anyone can join for a small
donation.

Blevins warned we might have a "revolution"
unless something is done. He was recently
interviewed in a news article. It was not well
received by fellow officers. They said he was
"turning into a liberal", becoming a "softie" or
going to "the dark side".
There are 18,000 police agencies in the U.S. There
are Federal policing guidelines; however, each
agency has its own standards. No other country
comes close to having this many policing agencies!
The next closest is Canada which has 56 agencies.
He heard a rumor of a detective who had gathered
dirt on members of a County Board of Supervisors.
It is very hard to fight such corruption. Few Federal

He then took some questions.
He talked about the call to "defund" the police.
Blevins understands that this does not mean to
completely defund the police. It means to take
some money away and reallocate it to other
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resources. Society expects police officers to handle
marriage problems, mental health problems, and
drug problems. They are not qualified and don't
have the resources. As Mark Twain is reported to
have said, “If you have a hammer, everything looks
like a nail.” Officers end up arresting people who
should not be arrested. The officers have a job to
do and have to get back out on the road so arresting
the person is often the easiest solution at the
moment.
He was asked about the militarization of the police.
He said there is a theory that if police show up with
overwhelming force then people will surrender and
this will avoid violence. Unfortunately, he feels
that is wrong. It gives the wrong impression to have
armored vehicles and officers in camouflage
military uniforms especially in communities that
already feel the police are not there to help them.
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Meet Your New Board Member At Large,
Robert Bernstein
Q. How would you describe yourself in a 30
second “elevator speech”?
A. I have degrees from Physics departments of
MIT and UC Santa Barbara. My career involved
designing atomic-resolution microscopes. My
childhood was spent in Europe and the Eastern
U.S. My passion is to understand the “Big
Questions” of life and of the universe. My duty is
to be a good citizen of the planet.
Q. What are your talents?
A. I would like to think I am good at seeing the
big picture and trying to have a long term
positive vision.

He also cautioned that police will refuse to go on
patrol if they don't feel safe.
Dave Flattery asked about the role of police unions
in fighting reform. Blevins agreed that police
unions tend to protect every officer no matter what
they have done which is one reason Minneapolis is
looking to abolish the police department and start
over. He noted that this is what happened in
Camden. It helped and is worth studying, but is not
a perfect solution.
Former Mayor Sheila Lodge talked of her
experience as Mayor and her husband's experience
as a judge. She said most officers are decent but
many have authority issues; they need to dominate
people. She wondered if there needs to be better
screening of who can become an officer.
Blevins agreed, but said it is difficult. Many
smaller agencies don't have the resources to
properly screen candidates, which is another reason
for having a national registry. Some applicants can
game the screening process and get through
anyway.
Blevins invited people to Like LEAP’s Facebook
page.

Robert Bernstein. Leading a hike in Gaviota..

Q. How did you come to be a Humanist?
A. I think I was raised to be a Humanist quite
literally. My parents were secular Jews. They
were very knowledgeable about religion, more
so than most believers, but they conveyed
several lessons to my brother and me about the
Holocaust. One is that if there is a God, he is not
very useful if the Holocaust could happen and
that it is our responsibility never to be like the
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passive German who sat by while their
government committed evil.
This led my parents to be active against the U.S.
war in Vietnam and it led me to become active
when President Carter started funding Muslim
terrorists in Afghanistan and when President
Reagan started funding terrorists in Central
America.
My parents joined the Washington Ethical
Society in D.C. when I was in junior high and I
attended Sunday school there. I graduated and
went on to attend the main talks so I quite
literally was a Humanist then.
I think that the most important thing we have to
offer as Humanists is to provide a positive vision
rather than just to oppose what is wrong. I think
the greatest Humanist ever was Gene
Roddenberry who did this so well with his
creation of Star Trek.
Roddenberry did a long interview with The
Humanist magazine in 1991 shortly before he
died. I highly recommend everyone read this
interview. I have posted a copy here on my web
site.
I also recommend watching the pilot episode of
Star Trek: The Next Generation. If you have never
watched Star Trek and you are a Humanist, this
is a must-see.
Q. Your favorite Pizza?
A. Nothing is better than a perfect cheese pizza.
Regina Pizzeria in Boston set the standard for
me. The tiny Gino's Express pizza near the
Transit Center on Figueroa is my favorite here.
Q. Your favorite movie: Blazing Saddles. So much
brilliant Humanist commentary in secular
Jewish humor form.
Q. Your favorite TV Show?
A. Star Trek. Of course!
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Q: Your wish for HSSB?
A: For many young people to join and add their
youthful energy, talents, and ideas.
Q: What is a little-known fact about you?
A: It depends how you know me. Most people
know me from activism, from my writing or from
my circus arts in Solstice. They may not know
that I had a career in physics designing the most
powerful microscopes in the world. A very few
people know what my real passion is:
Understanding the two big questions: What is
the true nature of Reality and what is the true
nature of Consciousness. They may or may not
be the same thing.
“Oppose anything that trespasses on the secular
line of the separation of church and state, because
civilization begins where the separation of church
and state begins. There are no exceptions to that in
any country. So it's in the general interest, as well
as your own, that we patrol that line with great
vigilance.” - Christopher Hitchens (1949-2011)

Meet Your New Board Member At-Large
David Flattery
Q. Where did you grow up?
A. All over – my Dad was in the Air Force so we
moved every few years; I was born in England
and have lived near
Chicago, St. Louis, D.C.,
Omaha,
Boston,
Anaheim, Philadelphia,
Irvine, Wilmington DE,
Elmira, & Columbus
before stopping when we
arrived in Santa Barbara
20 years ago.
Q. On what other boards
Dave Flattery
do you serve?
A. I am also on the board of the United Way of
Santa Barbara County and have previously been
on the boards of a DuPont subsidiary and a small
corporation for which I worked in the ‘80s.
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Q. What is the arc of your experience around
humanism?
A. I grew up in a non-religious family that
strongly valued science and education.
I
remember reading my father’s Skeptical
Inquirer magazine in the ‘70s.
I briefly
participated with a Christian youth group in
high school when it was recommended by
friends that the retreats offered great
opportunities to meet girls. When that turned
out to be a misrepresentation the appeal of the
endeavor quickly dissipated.
I would have described myself as an atheist
throughout my life and have always viewed
atheism as simply the absence of theism and not
necessarily
something
to
be
“for”
(atheism:theism :: asymptomatic:symptomatic).
I was not really aware of the principles of
humanism until I attended some of the HSSB
talks in Santa Barbara and found that the
principles were an articulation of what I really
was “for.” Then my wife became president and I
quickly got roped into being on the board and
giving talks every few weeks on COVID.
Q. What is your profession?
A. I am currently the Strategic Initiatives Leader
for one of the business units of DuPont. I’ve
worked for DuPont for almost 30 years in R&D,
manufacturing, business development, and now
business strategy. In all those roles I found
quantitative analysis and modeling extremely
powerful; I was certified as a Master Black Belt
in Six Sigma methodology and taught statistical
techniques to about 1,000 people including the
CEO of DuPont at the time. This led me to start
the COVID modeling that continues to be a very
engaging avocation. I often say “if you can’t
express it in an equation you don’t really
understand it” which really irritates the other
chemists.
Q. What are your other interests?
A. I really enjoy traveling. I’ve been to all 50
states (if the plane landing in Alaska to let off the
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very pregnant lady counts). I track countries
and UNESCO world heritage sites I’ve visited on
a map in my office and have many places still on
my bucket list (especially Antarctica). I am very
proud to have visited all 13 World Heritage sites
in Korea using only trains, buses, and walking
during a part of my career when I was spending
more than half my time in Korea. Since there is
now a 14th inscribed site I’ll need to get back
over there and check it off when traveling
resumes.
Q. What do you want to accomplish on the
board?
A. My main interests are 1) continuing to find
engaging speakers and maybe other programs
that fit with the social and scientific aspects of
humanism and 2) growing membership and
participation.
Meet Returning Board Member, and
Membership Chair, Mary Wilk.
Q. Where are you from?
A. I was born in England to a British mother and
a German father. My husband came from Poland
and we emigrated to the U.S. as “Stateless”
persons. We settled in Los Angeles where we
started several small manufacturing businesses.
After moving to Santa Barbara, we took over a
metal- finishing company that I still supervise as
Peasant.
Q. What are some of your favorites?
A. My favorite book is The Ancestor’s Tale” by
Richard Dawkins; my favorite author is H. G.
Wells. My favorite movie is The Bridge on the
River Kwai, and my favorite TV host is Fareed
Zacharia.
Q: What brought you to join HSSB?
A. Coming from England, a prominently nonreligious country, I was dismayed at the
influence of religion in the U.S. I read a letter in
the Santa Barbara News-Press about the newlyformed HSSB written by Dick Cousineau, a
founding member. I joined in 1996 and have
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served as membership chair for the past 22
years.
Q: What is a little-known fact about you?
A. I graduated from school at age 14, got a job in
accounting at age 16 – and have been working
ever since!
Q. What do you wish for HSSB?
A. I wish more members would volunteer to
participate in running our society.
Meet Returning President, Judy Flattery.
Q. What is your background?
A. I am a former Catholic from an enormous
Polish-American family in Buffalo NY. My
parents were church-going Catholics who were
educated in Catholic schools. I attended public
schools and am very appreciative that my parents
taught me critical thinking skills. My Dad was a
man of many interests and a voracious reader. Born
to immigrant parents and first in his family to
graduate college, he appreciated the value of a good
education. We went to the library every week and
he encouraged me to “look things up”. I did and
then “thought my way out” of Catholicism.
Q. What are your skills & experience?
A. I came of age when opportunities for women
were rapidly expanding and shifting from
traditional home-maker roles or low-paying
nurturing careers to a new world of career
possibilities.
I selected Chemical Engineering as my college
major at my Dad’s suggestion. It paid the highest
starting salary of any bachelor degrees at the time.
I had concluded that freedom and choice in life for
women arises from having enough income to
support oneself. I worked as an engineer, and in a
variety of other leadership roles at DuPont for over
36 years.
I am also a Certified Interior Designer in the State
of California and have had my own business since
2012. I take after both my Mom and my Dad with
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an interesting mix of traditional feminine and
masculine skills. I am particularly proud of my piemaking skills and of the hardwood cutting boards I
create in woodshop at Wake Center.
Q. Anything else we should know?
A. Like Robert, I am a Trekker.
My first
published piece as a young teenager was a Letter
to the Editor of the Buffalo Evening News
bemoaning the cancellation of Star Trek reruns
on the local TV station and emphasizing all the
important humanist values the show
illuminates.
I also recall a poem I wrote for English class in
high school entitled CyniChristian. Now of
course, I would re-title it SkeptiChristian but was
unaware at that time of the difference between a
cynic and a skeptic. I recall a line from the poem:
“Water to wine! Call him divine! But a man is not
a god at all and fables don’t make it so…” I
remember being disappointed that my teacher
graded it without further comment. For me it
was a courageous act of self-expression. I am on
a mission to find this poem in the boxes of my
high school memorabilia.
I have particular empathy for young atheists and
humanists living closeted within religious
families anywhere in the world. I want them to
know that they are not alone. I support their
quest for freedom of thought, full selfexpression, and leadership. I am particularly
concerned about atheists, humanists and
apostates in Islamic societies. In coming out as
an atheist I risked some minor emotional
discomfort, they may be risking their lives.
I really enjoy being editor, president, and
program chair for HSSB. It has given me the
opportunity to grow & develop in my knowledge
and awareness of the world of atheism,
humanism, skepticism and free thought. It has
allowed me to meet regional and world leaders
in this arena. I appreciate all the support I get
from the board and membership.
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sometimes be a barrier for an atheist or
humanist seeking support in recovering from a
substance use disorder.

Judy Flattery comparing facial expressions
with a ruminant skull at a Western-themed
event in Colorado last summer.

Q. Why is your face crooked?
A. I contracted Bells Palsy in February 2019, an
idiopathic condition, possibly associated with
stress and cold, in which the 7th cranial nerve
becomes inflamed & damaged and is no longer
able to control the muscles on the right side of
my face. As the nerve regenerates I am slowly
regaining movement on that side. I hope to get
it all back at some point. I am thrilled to be able
to blink again. Don’t take blinking for granted!
Q. What is your wish for HSSB?
A. I have recently been connecting with other
secular groups throughout southern California,
many of which share our challenges. Together
we have ideas to share resources and best
practices in the area of speakers, programs,
membership marketing, and activism. I look
forward to working together to have HSSB and
other SoCal secular groups have a greater impact
in our communities.

Godless Recovery from Drug &
Alcohol Addiction
Many drug and alcohol recovery programs rely
on the Twelve Step Principles of Alcoholics
Anonymous to guide the actions of those seeking
sobriety. Six of the Twelve Steps mentions God
or a higher power. Meetings commonly end in
reciting The Lord’s Prayer. These aspects can

A better solution for them may be “SMART
Recovery”. SMART (Self-Management Addiction
Recovery Training) is an evidence-based,
secular alternative to Alcoholics Anonymous. It
operates both as a support group and as a toolsbased group to support individuals with
substance use disorders in clarifying their
thinking so they can make better decisions for
themselves.
SMART Recovery was founded nearly 30 years
ago by now-retired Harvard Medical School
faculty member, Dr. Joseph Gerstein, who won
the Humanist Community at Harvard’s 2016
Humanist of the Year Award for this work.
SMART Meetings are now available on Zoom.
There are meetings both for the person in
recovery and a separate meeting for concerned
friends and family (“Al-Anon for the Rational”).
SMART also runs a program in prisons, called
Inside-Out, and has chapters in the UK and
Australia.
If you are aware of anyone who would benefit
from these services, please share this
information with them.
SoCal SMART Meeting Zoom Schedule:
Tuesdays 1:30pm Zoom Meeting link
Wednesdays 1:30pm Zoom Meeting link
Thursdays 1:30pm Zoom Meeting link
SMART Family & Friends Meeting:
Thursdays 6:30pm Zoom meeting link

Secular Student Alliance Conference
Speakers Available On-Line
By Judy Flattery
The Secular Student Alliance held their annual
conference on Zoom July 22-25, 2020. It was 4
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days of top-notch speakers all offered on-line free
of charge. You may watch any of the presentations
at your convenience at this link.
Here are several talks I attended:
- Hemant Mehta’s (a.k.a. The Friendly Atheist)
talk encouraged young atheists to run for office
(Is Atheism Still Taboo in Politics?),
- Varun Soni, Dean of Religious and Spiritual
Life at the University of Southern California,
spoke about campus life today in the age of
COVID-19. I was surprised by how many
atheist students are attending divinity schools
and by the dwindling job opportunities for
divinity school graduates in traditional worship
communities (Community and Resilience in
Times of Crisis),
- 9-year old Elle Harris read her newly published
book, Elle the Humanist. It speaks of “The
Platinum Rule” vs. “The Golden Rule” (i.e.
treat others how they want to be treated not .
how you would want to be treated), and
- Sikivu Hutchinson’s startlingly direct talk,
Humanists in the Hood. Among other things, I
learned of the history and current state of black
feminists not necessarily viewing white
feminists as allies.
The mission of the Secular Student Alliance is to
“empower secular students to proudly express their
identity, build welcoming communities, promote
secular values, and set a course for lifelong
activism”. Please consider supporting the SSA.
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Something to Celebrate and Monitor:
“Sudan drops Islamic Social Laws in
Historic Move Sparking Joy and Fury:
Laws on apostasy, alcohol, dress, male privilege
and more are thrown out in raft of reforms by
transitional government.”

“A move by Sudan's transitional government to
eliminate a number of controversial Islamic laws including those relating to apostasy, alcohol and
female dress - has provoked both praise and anger
from different segments of society. The new laws,
publicly announced [in mid-July 2020], include:
scrapping punishments for renouncing Islam, or
apostasy; allowing consumption of alcohol for nonMuslims; permitting children to travel with their
mothers without permission from fathers; banning
female genital mutilation (FGM); and dropping
other articles that put restrictions on women's dress.
“The package of reforms overturns more than 30
years of Islamist policies enacted by former
president Omar al-Bashir and his predecessors.
“…Unsurprisingly, in a country that has been
governed by conservative social restrictions for so
long, the new reforms have already begun
provoking pushback.
“Following the announcement of the changes,
famous Sudanese cleric Abdul Hai Youssef accused
the minister of apostasy and called for "jihad"
against Hamdok's government. ‘Bringing down
this government, which has legalized apostasy and
other wrongdoings, is a duty for any Muslim,’ he
announced.”
[Excerpted from 7/17/2020 article by Mohammed
Amin in Middle East Eye.net. Read the full article
here]
DING-DONG, IT’S ZOOM…AGAIN
By Ned Bixby, The Doughnut Chronicles
Knock, knock. Who’s there? Yah. Yah who? No
thanks, I use Zoom. At the end of 2019 Zoom
traded for a reasonable $36.00 a share. My, how
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life has changed. A virus put us at home taking
meetings with all the other people at home. We
are home schooling our children, because the
teachers are quarantined. We are walking our
dog because our dog walker can’t come over and
play with Spot anymore.



Suddenly Zoom Video Communications trades
for over $150 a share. Timing is everything.



Zooming starts with the 8:30 meeting for the
bathrobe and scratching mob. The 1:00 meeting
is for the people that don’t bathe regularly. In
between there is the DDTA, (Day Drinking
Teachers Association) that just laughs at your
pitiful attempts, “At learnin’ your kids
something,” quote and end of quote.
Zoombombing is now a word, despite the fact
that spellcheck doesn’t think so. Not so long ago
the word spellcheck was in the same boat. This
brave new world needs help. The best way to
start is nourishment that grounds our hearts,
minds, and bellies.
The doughnut answers this trifecta. No one
dislikes a doughnut. We all know the one we
love: apple-fritters, maple bars, the beloved
glaze, a sprinkle be it rainbows or chocolate,
jellies, and Boston creams. One of these can
satiate the world. The menu is yours. Choose
wisely, add coffee, (lots), and always wear pants
on Zoom. We are all in this together (except the
bathrobe and scratching mob).
Upcoming Events of Interest to Humanists
All of these events are online:
 August 8: Distant But Together: A Virtual
Celebration of Humanism. Sponsored by the
American Humanist Association. Speakers
include Hemant Mehta, Roy Speckhardt,
Rachel Laser, Debbie Goddard, and
others. This is a one-day virtual conference
with multiple speakers. Register for it here:
American Humanists Virtual Conference
2020
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August 9: David Oliverio: The Preaching
Humanist. Southern California Secular
Leadership Meet Up: David Oliverio
August 23: Sarah Posner: Why White
Evangelicals Worship at the Altar of Donald
Trump. Southern California Secular
Leadership Meet Up: Sarah Posner
September 6: Dr. Hector Garcia: Alpha God:
Psychology of Religious Violence. Southern
California Secular Leadership Meet Up: Dr.
Hector Garcia

HSSB Contact Information
Officers:
President: Judy Flattery, sbhumanisteditor@gmail.com
Secretary: Diane Krohn, djkrohn@cox.net
Treasurer: Sondra Wikman, sondra.wikman@gmail.com
Board Members at Large:
Wayne Beckman, Robert Bernstein, Dave Flattery,
Mary Wilk, Nan Cisney
Newsletter Editor & Submission Deadline
Judy Flattery sbhumanisteditor@gmail.com
Deadline for submissions to the Secular Circular is
midnight, the last day of each month. Our web site,
www.SBHumanists.org, archives current and past
issues of the Secular Circular.
Annual HSSB membership dues: $36 for an individual,
$60 for a couple, $100 for a Society Supporter, and $300
(or more) for a Society Patron. Non-members may
subscribe to hardcopy of this newsletter for an annual
fee of $20. E-mail copies provided to members and
interested non-members at no charge.
To join HSSB: Send your contact information and a
check for your membership dues made out to Humanist
Society of Santa Barbara, to Mary Wilk, P.O. Box 30232,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130. For further membership
information contact Mary Wilk at mwilk@cox.net.
For more information about HSSB, contact any of the
officers at the email or P.O. Box addresses shown
above.
Like our page on Facebook. Join our Facebook Group.
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HSSB Calendar
Tuesday August 11, 5:30 pm: HSSB Board Meeting. Click on the following link as early as 5pm for dinner
& socializing, meeting begins at 5:30. https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83592300667. For those ONLY joining with
phone audio, dial 1-669-900-9128 then enter meeting id 83592300667#
Saturday August 15, 3:00 pm. Speaker Bruce Gleason, Examining Woo. Zoom link
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84572611448. For those ONLY joining with phone audio, dial 1-669-900-9128
then enter meeting id 84572611448#
Sunday August 23, 3:00 pm. Dave Flattery. Update on COVID-19 Pandemic Models. Zoom link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86097673057.
Tuesday Sept 15 HSSB Board Meeting. Click on the following link as early as 5pm for dinner & socializing,
meeting begins at 5:30. https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83592300667. For those ONLY joining with phone audio,
dial 1-669-900-9128 then enter meeting id 83592300667#
Saturday September 19, 3:00 pm. Mark Boslough. Dealing With Climate Change Deniers. Zoom link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89880418328. For those ONLY joining with phone audio, dial 1-669-900-9128
then enter meeting id: 89880418328#

Saturday Sept 19

